The National Museum of Art, Osaka Membership Rules

Article 1: This membership was created in order to enhance the museum experience for
those with an interest in contemporary art, and to provide support for the museum's
activities. The following rules were devised to help achieve this purpose.
Article 2: The membership is formally known as The National Museum of Art, Osaka
Membership (or NMAO Membership).
Article 3: The membership office is located inside the museum facility.
Article 4: Membership is divided into five types: individual, associate, and corporate.
Only the person registered under the membership card may use this card.
Article 5: Application for membership is accepted at all times of the year.
Article 6: Membership is valid for one year beginning with the date on which the
membership card was issued.
Article 7: Annual membership fees, which in principle should be paid in advance, are
listed below.
A. Individual: Regular: ¥3,000 / Student: ¥2,000
B. Associate: ¥18,000
C. Corporate: ¥100,000
*Please note that membership fees cannot be refunded.
Article 8: Membership privileges are explained on the attached sheet.
Article 9: In addition to the rules outlined above, the museum director reserves the
right to add new articles as needed.

Membership Privileges
■ Regular Membership Privileges:
1. Unlimited free admission for one to NMAO collection displays for one year;
Admission to special exhibitions at NMAO is free for the first time only, and
becomes chargeable from the second. Admission fee is at group rate.*
2. A complimentary subscription to the bimonthly Museum publication.
3. Save 10% on most purchases in the Museum shop.*
4. Save 10% in the Museum Restaurant. *
5. Admission to special exhibitions at The National Museum of Modern Art, Kyoto is
free for the first time only, and becomes chargeable from the second. Admission fee
is at group rate.
Unlimited free admission for one to the collection displays at The National Museum
of Modern art, Kyoto; The National Museum of Modern Art, Tokyo; The National
Museum of Western Art, Tokyo; and National Film Archive of Japan. Additionally,
members are entitled to enter the special exhibitions and the collection displays at
Kyoto National Museum; Nara National Museum; National Museum of Ethnology;
and The Museum of Oriental Ceramics, Osaka at the group rate.*

Extra benefits are provided according to your membership category.
* Please show your membership card to take advantage of membership benefits.
■ Membership Categories:
A. Individual [Regular / Student]
One membership card----Card admits one adult
All regular privileges (1-5).
B. Associate
One membership card----Card admits one adult
In addition to all regular privileges (1-5),
-

20 complimentary tickets to NMAO collection displays for one year;

-

2 complimentary tickets to each special exhibition at NMAO;

-

Special invitations to exhibition opening receptions at NMAO (including one
exchange check for an exhibition catalogue); and

-

Complimentary delivery of 1 poster / handout for exhibitions at NMAO.

C. Corporate
In addition to all regular privileges (1-5),
-

100 complimentary tickets to NMAO collection displays for one year;

-

20 complimentary tickets to each special exhibition at NMAO;

-

3 special invitations to select exhibition opening receptions at NMAO (including
three exchange checks for exhibition catalogues);

-

Complimentary delivery of 5 posters and 50 handouts for exhibitions at NMAO;

